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There is nothing mysterious about raadine sa. It is the prod-uct of experience and maturation • • • waiting for a child tobe ready bears little fruit and is frustrating to teacher andparents and discouraging for the child. A.n active program of
guidS)~ca to build the elements of readiness tha.t are lacking.makes success in reading possible for all children who havethe mental capaci ty to learn to read.1
The concept of reading readiness is now almost a half century
old in American schools. TIle term, reading readiness, came into ex1st-
ence after resea.rch investigators found that from 20 to 40 per cent of
:first-grade children were failing in reading.2
The view of readiness which recogni zes the value of experience
is expressed by Dechant when he says: tf ••• Broadness of experience
results in superior readiness for reading by equipping the child with
the tools for meaningful reaction to the printed page.n3
Another authority. Russell. concurs that "General maturation
is important, bu.t the teacher must also do something; she must provide
lRuth G. Strickland. The langup~e J~ts in the Elementary School(~oston: D. C. Heath &Co., 19,7), p. 24S-47.
2Ni1a :8. Smith. "Early Rea~ding: Viewpoints," Childhood E<1'UCa-t1on. XLII (December, 1965), p. 229-41.
3:E:marald Dach..'l.llt t f~proving the Teachinl.~ of Reading (EnglewoodCliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. Inc., 1964), p. 34.
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experiences \'lhich contribute to the growth. of reading readiness."l
It seems probable that GX)?arience a,nod a combination of :ph1sical.
~ental. emotional. social and psychological factors contribute to
readine ss in general.
There is much discussion. on tb,e value of tests t but they
provide means of diagnosis and/or predictions when interpreted by
sensitive teachers as part of whole programs. Reading readiness
tests are evaluative devices tl1at :b.elp, teachers. Readiness tests
for beginning reading are usually administered at the end of kinder-
garten or at the beginning of first grade.
l'roebel, a German educator of the nineteenth century. opened
the first tlgarden of children". kindergarten, in 1837- Less than t\1en-
ty years la.ter the first German kindergarten \\ras opened in l'1atertown,
~1isconsin by }/a-s. Oarl Schurz.2 Since the acceptance of kindergarten
into the formal educational pattern t children ):ave been provided \-li th
a setting away from home in order to have a variety of direct exper-
iences and to learn to be accepted as individuals by their peers.
statement ot the Problem
Purpose
Ouriosity. interest in, early childhood education t and the
enormous ~9UAt of recent publicity on early education led to the
lDavid H. Russell. Children Learn to Read. (2nd ed.; New York:
:Blaisdell Publishing Co. t 1961). p. 121.
21'4ferri tt M.Thompson. The History of Education (l~ew York::






research design of the present study. Not only educators and psychol-
ogists but also authors, lecturers, television programs. periodicals,
and the ne\llS media constantly remind us that much can be done to develop
the nation's children by giving them a good start at an early age. A
joint statement by the National Education Association and the American
Association of school Administrators includes this quotation: "One of
tr.e main contributions which early educa.tion can make to a. child's
intellectual development is the enlargement of his span of experience. lIl
Research studies r..ave shown that children \tlho have had kinder-
garten experience are more rea~ for first gl1ade reading in most
instances than those who have not had the privilege of pre-schooling.2
Using this idea as a base the -writer wondered if the e:q>erience of
additional pre-schooling would have an effect on the results of a read...
ing readiness test. recognizing that readiness cannot be evaJ:uated only
through this medium.
Specific objectives
For the purpose of this study, the results obtained in ad.L~in­
istering the Clymer-:Ba.rrett Prereading :Batterl3 to two groups of five-
year old :·;:indergarten pupils were compa.red. One group had a previous
lEducational ?olicies Commission of the National EducationAssociation of tr~ United States and the .~erican Association of Scr~olAdministrator :. Arthur F. Corey. Chairman, Universal Opyortunity forEarly Chil~lood Education (washington, D.C.: National EducationAssociation. 19~, p. s:
2~Tila J3anton smith. American Reading Illstruction (Newa..rk~ Delaware:International Reading Assooiation. 1965). p. 356•
.3Theodore Clymc::... an.d Thomas C. :Barrett. Clymel"'-]arrctt preread1ngBattery. For:cn A (Princeton. N. J.: Personnel Press. Inc •• 1967). pp. 2-14.
....- .', ".'._. ~ """. "'c..:.:n'" ~ ~..... ,. _.~- ~., ..,;~"_.=- .~..". "
;/ear of kindergarten AS fOUT-year olds. and the other group had not had
th1~ ~xperienca. The following questions were projected about differences
which might appear between the gro'ups:
1. HO\1 doe stIle t'io-year kinderl~arten group compare wi th theone-year grou..p in to ta.l score, vi sua! dis criminati on t
auditory discrimination and visual-motor coordination?
2. How do the boys in the two-year group compare ,dth the boysin the one-year gl·oup in the three subtests and total score?
3. lIow do the girls in the t\-lo-~rear group compare with thegirls in the one-year group in trw three sub tests and totalscore?
4. Does nursery school have an effect on the scores of those
pupi.ls in their first year of kindergarten?
Definition of Terms
Reading Readiness
Ii ••• can be defined as that capacity for learning to read
which results from nature and nurture interacting· on each other.u1
UReading readiness is a state of being which enables a child
to learn to read without needless frustration or anxiaty.n 2
Rcr,,,diness Test
A type of test which measures the extent to which an individual
has achieved a degree of maturity or acquired certain skills or informa-
tion needed for undertaking successfully some new learning activity.
lDolores Durkin. "Informal Techniques for the Assessment of Pre-reading :Behavio:"',iI in Perspectives in Rea.ding Ira. 8, The Ev~~uation ofChilcl.:ren 1 s Reftding ,,!~chievement, ed!ted by Thomas J3errett (Newark,
Dela~~re: International Reading Association, 1967), p. 30.
2Theodore Olymer and Tl10mas C. ·:Sarrett. Clymer-!3arrett Preread.ingJ3a,ttery t Directions Manual, Form A (Princeton. ~J.: Personnel ~eSSt!nc•• 1969). p. 5.
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Visual Discrimination
~he mental process of noticing likenesses and differences.
~uditory Discrimination
Hearing likenesses a.nd differences in sound.
V1sual~Motor Coordination
The-ability to perceive accurately and reproduce this correctly.
Scone and Limitations,.
The study involved 126 children from 32 five-year old kind.er-
gartens. Sixty-three youngsters had .had two years of kindergarten
experience and an equal number had bad only one year of kindergarten. It
shoUld be noted that of those in the one-year kindergarten group. twenty
children had attended nursery school. The groups were matched b~ sex.
each consisting of 33 boys and 30 girls. Each child in the one-year
kindergarten group was also matched in age-within three months--with
a child in the tw-o-year group. The c~..11dren were pupils from eleven
elementary schools of one school-district in a MilwaUkee suburb. The
plymer-Earrett Prereading Battery of tests was administered in two sessions
at each school between April 13th and May 5th. ~in1stration and correc-
t10n ,of tests was done by the writer.
The stUdy was limited to one school district due to tr~ la.ck of
pUblic school kindergartens at the four-year old lev~~. It was lim!ted
to n cOI4lparison of two groups using only one test. not considering other
iIM:pc~rJ~1?;Jlt aspects of readiness. No information was gatr.ared on the two-





The literature L",d,1cates that te~..cher observations are very
important in eV3~uating a child's progress in school. Readiness tests.
which indicate differences in visual discrimination. auditory discrimin-
ation and/or visusl-motor coordination, could be a valuable supplement
CHAPTER II
SURVEY 07 LITE1L\TURE
Con0!Et of General Readiness
Webster defines readiness as the "state or fact of being
ready or prepared. 1t It 1s this general readiness which must be considered
for children at all ages, in all areas, and at all grade levels if they are
to be successful as individuals, pupils. and later as citizens. Readi-
ness skills must be considered for the bright as well as the slow child.
If children are to be taught "up to their c&pacity" t we must recognize
ness. without making any distinction. Hildreth states that " •••
overemphasis on rea.din~ readiness ignores the values of a general readi-
ness program. for every phase of subsequent learning and adjustment at
school •.,2 Much emphasis is placed on reading readiness because the
skills used in learning to read are also those required for other
learnings)
lHelen :B. Sullivan, "How to Determine Reading Readiness," ab-stracted by Romauld M. Dudenas, in Current Problems of Reading Instruc-tion, ed. by Gerald A. Yoakam. A Report of the Seventh Annual OonferenceOiil:iead1ng (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1951) t p. 95.
2Gertrude H. Hildreth. Readiness for SChool Beginners (New York:World Eook 00•• 1950), p. 90.











~Iany educators today feel that the in1 t1al step in providing a
successful eancat10nal program is the est1cation of a child's readines8
for learning. uYet," ~nngert states, n&ssessment of readiness is only
the first step whiCh must be taken; the use that one makes of this assess-
ment 1s by far the more important step.a1
The concept of readiness is a simple one according to MacGinitie:
"The child 1s in school to learn--what and how is he ready to learn?1I 2
His readiness depends on the materials which ,.,111 be used for instrue-
tion, the methods whi ch will be employed and the beginning level of
instruction, not to exclude his maturity. intelligence and experiences.
He conti nue s:
••• One is tempted to say tl'.at nearly every six-year old
is ready to learn something about reading if thi s something
is carefully selected in keeping with his abilities and if
he is guided by a compassionate teacher. The teacher. knowing
the eventual goals of education. should aslt what and how this
child is ready to learn. And the teacher sl10ald be a\~tare of
the fact that when a child is taught a little, he is then
ready for a little more.3
~~er succinctly states a similar idea: "... that any
subject can be taught effectively in some intellectually honest fo~ to
any child at any stage of developmen.t.n4
In this same vein Heffernan indicates that not only do we recog--
lRoger c. ~11ngert. ":EvaJ.uation of a Readiness Training Program."
Read1n§ Teacher, XXII (January, 1969)>> p. 325.
2t";)~1 tar H. MacGinitie. "Evaluating Readiness for Learning to
Read: ,;.\, Critical Review and Evaluation of Research." Reading Research
Suarterly. IV (Spl~ng, 1969). 1'- ,398.
3Ibid. t p. 399.
\
"'Jerome Bruner, 'i',L:a Process of Ed:acat1on (Cambridge: Harvard
University Pre~at 1961) , p. 33-
--- ------------"-_._-------...,.._~
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n1ze the s1gn.s of lenrning readiness, but we also know that: learning
1s sequential, learning is built on previou.s know:Jdge. individual
differences among children result in varied learning rates, learning is
an active process and a child must have a good self-concept to learn
ef£ect1vely.l
The goal in readiness training is' not to bring everyone up to
the same level, but to allow each child to proceed at his best level.2
Hildreth believes:
Children tend to string out in learning and development as soon
as school begins•••• Even with the best teaching--in fact, &s
a result of good teach1ng--pup11s will vary in the ways and in
the rate at which they learn, for no two children's growth
patterns will be ident1cal.3
Qoncept of Reading Readiness
.A. questionnairo sUr'Vey was conducted by Peery to find out how
public school systems around North Texas State University determine read~
1ng readiness. The answers showed that there was no one policy among the
schools. _:But abe did find that none of the schools taught reading to six~
year olds just because they had passed their sixth birthday. A 'lew of the
repl1e s included:
• • • writing new policies 1nrelat1on to a new reading series•
• • • tU:.c.tliE::d to readiness tests for hel-o•••• combination of
readineas test results and teacher's appraisal of the physical,
social, emotional t and intellectual factors \*b1ch influence
lHelen Heffernan. "Significance of Kindergarten Educat1on.~
Childhood Education. XXXVI (V~rch. 1960), p. 319-
2Hildreth, Rea-dine sa for School- :Beginners, p.92.
3Ibid•• p. ·202.
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readiness for beginning reading. l
Reading readiness is widely defined as: "That time when a child
can profit from group instruction in certain elements of a reading
program.u2 Tinker and McOullough elaborate on this def1ni t10n and say
u ••• he is ready to read when maturation, e1perience plUS verbal
facility and adJustm~t are sufficient to insure that he can learn in
the" classroom situation.o3
Three main methods by which a teaoher evaluates reading readiness
are listed by Russell: (1) the reading-readiness test, (2) the use of an
intelligence test, (3) observation of pupil behavior. He rates as most
important the recorded observations of a perc~t1ve teacher at the
beginning stages of reading.4
The importance of evaluating each child's progress at all stages
in his development must not be minimized. It is this progress which
leads to the next stage of readiness and then on to each sucoeeding stage.
Sartain makes a distinction between educational readiness and
maturational readiness. He believes:
Educational readiness consists of all those work habits t
perceptual skills, and language skills that must be learned
lMary Glenn Peery» npolicies Determining ~1h1oh Young Children
Are Ready," in Vi stas in Reading. ed. by J. Allen Figural, Proceedings
of the Eleventh Annual Convention. International Reading Association.
Vol •.II. Pt. I (Newark. Delaware: International Reading Association,
1967). p. 266.
2Roma Gans. "They Must Talk Before They Read,. Grade Teacher,
LXXXIV (December, 1966), p. 100.
3Miles A. Tinker and Constance M. McCullough. ~ch1ng Elementary
Reading (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1962). p. ~.
4navid H. Russell, Children Learn to Read (2nd ed.; New york:
:Blaisdell PUblishing Co •• 196"1). p. 122. ,
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through educative experience; no amount of waiting will
produce them unless the 8:ppropriate eduoational program
18 prov1ded.1 .
To be ready for this educational program. then, the child needs
to have had man1'experiences which have helped him' develop concepts for
which he bas a correct and adequate vocabulary and facility with oral
langu.age.' It is this' background of experience and oral fluency which
help him derive meaning from his reading. The necessity of bringing
thought :land understanding to the printed page is well phrased by Tinker
and McCullOUgh,' "In' a sense one reads with his O"W11 experlences.1I2
Hildreth generalizes'tbat broad experience is helpful in learning to
read" ••• because of the greater likelihood of ••• meeting familiar
scenes and characters in the reading context.n3
Olson and ,Hughes stress "pacing" and If seeking". indicating that
growth and maturation lead the child to accept or ·reject various exper-
iences. Th1smay result in delay or acceleration:4 .
\'hen Gates asked in 1937, "How and what is the pupil to begin
to read'~ and w~n MacG1nitie asked in 1969. ItWhat and bow is he ready
l,i
to learnt •• , they each bel1eved that the material and the methods made
the d1ff'erence.5 Judging the reading readiness of each child against
lHarry \i'. Sartain, "Readiness in the Langu.age Arts." in Reading
and the Related Arts, ed. by Donald L. Cleland, A Report of the Twenty--
first .Annual Conference and Course on Reading, University of Pittsburgh
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press. 1965) t p. 30.
2Tinker and McCullough. Teaching Elementary Reading, p. 67.
3Hildreth. Readiness for School :Beginners, p. 257.
4~1illard O. Olson and :Byron O. Hughes. "Concepts of Growth---The1r
Significance to Teachers,. Ohildhood Education. XXI (October, 1944), p. 62.
5Arthur I. Gates, "The l~ecessa.ry Mental Age for ~eg1nning Read-








this background 18 the teacher I s task.
Factors Affecting Readiness
The literature seems to agree that factors affecting readiness
are numerous and complex, are clusters or composites. and are interwoven
and interrelAted. And although the se factors can be studied separately.
theT function together.l •2 •3•4
:Broad, general factorl!
Russell sums up the views of many writers when he says that read-
ing readiness depends on:
••• (1) physical factors such as the child's ability to see
words clearly, (2) mental factors such as the ability to follow
an easy sequence of events in a story, (3) soc1al-emot1onal
factors such as the ability to work with the group and (4)
psychological factors such as interest in reading.5
He further states that experiences are important ~ontributors to reading
readiness.6
The child's preparation for reading has begu.n long before he
enters school. Looking at pictures, listening to stories, memorizing
nursery r~e8, being interested in books and letters are some of the
lYary C. Austin, "Teaching Reading to the Kindergarten Child."
in New Dimensions in Readin.s. ed. by Donald L. Cleland, A Report of the
Nineteenth Annual Conference and Course on Reading, University of
Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press. 1963) t p. 36.
2Emmett A. Eetts. Foundations of Reading Instruction (New York:
American Eook 00., 1957). p. 114.
)Peery, .tpolicies Determining '~llich Young Children Are Ready.· p. 266.
4Tinker and McCullough, Taachinl$ Elementary: Rea-din,. p. 71.




activities which contribute to this pr~arat1on.l
Experiments and research have shown that children can and do
learn things at an earlier age then had been thOUght possible a few
Tears ago. In fact, Smith says,
Some educators are convinced that the I.Q. can be raised if
the child is stimulated early and skillfully under conditions
that do not upset the child's equilibrium, or in any way make
him feel pressed or pushed.2
Robinson and Robinson feel it is difficult to understand how
early education oould be hazardous to a child if the experiences are
enjoyable. Emotional development and intellectual development may be
carried on s1multaneously.3
Witty elaborates on the idea of more fully developing a child's
intellectual potential by quoting, among others, Pine who says', "!rhe
child's intelligence grows as much during his first four years of life
as it will during the next thirteen • • .,,4 and HUnt in Intelligence and
EiX,Per1ence:
••• it is not unreasonable to entertain the hypothesis that,
with a sound scientifio educational psychology of early experience,
it might become feasible to raise the average level of intell-
igence by a sub stant1al degree ••• this "substantial degree"
. lFranc1s IIg, "The Child from ~hree to Eight, With Implications
for Reading." in New Dimensions in Reading, ed. by Donald L. Cleland,
J. Report of the Nineteenth Annual Conference and Course on Reading,
University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press.
1963). p. 16.
2Lendon X. Smith, "The Doctor Looks at the Nursery School,·
Education,LXXXVII (April, 1967), 1'- 476.
3Halbert B. Robinson and 11ancy I-f. Robinson, tiThe Problem of
~1m1ng in Pre..-SchoolEducation," E~rly Ed..ucation. ed. by Robert D. Hess
and Roberta M. 13ear (Chicago: Alctine PUblishing Co •• 1968), pp. 44-45.
4paul A. ~litty, "studies of Early Learning--Their Nature and
S1gn1~1cance••. Educationt LXXXIX (Sept~mber/October, 1968). p. 4.
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might be of the order of 30 points of I.Q,.l.
The factor of pre.-school experience s
Each year children have been coming to school with more e~er-
iences gained through television. They learn to read words, see numbers,
and have a mini-course in geography through some of the progr8ms.2
Then there are those fortunate children who come from homes where
they are encouraged to express themselves :freely, and have opportunities
to function within various social situations. These experiences help
develop the Child's personality and oral skills. As stated by Tinker
and McCullough: lOne learns to talk by talking."'
Other valuable experience can be gained from neighborhood play
with other children and on playgrounds, and by attending nursery school
or Sunday School. The amount of gain in readiness depends a great deal
on the individual child and his intelligence. The above authors say:
·Other things being equal. the brighter child will naturally profit more
from experiences and parental guidance than the less able Child.n4
ilhe influence of the home as it relates to reading readiness is
very important. :Betts cites su.ch factors ~B the experiences which center
around travel and family discussions and also the emotional and social
adJustment gained through fQJIl11y living. He goes on to say: "From
research and experience. there appears to be substantial evidence of the
lIbid., p. 6.
2Sister Josina, F.C.S.P •• flA l~ew Look at School Readiness,"
Catholic School Jour-Ita.l,,' LXVII (September, 1967), p. 48.
3T1nker and McCullough, Teaching Elementary Read1n~. p. 68.
4Ibid•• pp- 96-97.-
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positive relationship between home background and readiness for reading.n1
The su.bject of teaching young children to read is too broad to be
included in this paper. but a few references pertinent to home influence
and experiences as they relate to early reading seem justified here.
The typical character1stics of the children Darkin writes about
in the six-year California study and the three-year study in New Yo1'k
were an early interest in letters and .fbeing-read-to" at an earl~ age,
b7 parents andl or sibiings.2
Some unexpected findings in the first study, conducted in Otakland.
California, have been that more than half of the subjects came from what
had been designated as the "blue-collar" class, and the intelligence
scores, as measured by the Revised Stanford-~1net Scale, ranged from
91-161.3
Age: chronological and. mental
From the abundance of discussions and articles on the most
desirable age at which to begin reading instruction, one fact
emerges ~lear17--there is considerable disagreement among the
experts.
In 1898 John Dewey expressed his ideas about age and beginning
reading instruction. In a number of selected paragraphs from Dewey's_
-The Pr1ma~-lducationFetich", ~etts includes the following:
l13etts, Foundations in Reading Instruction, p. 127.
2Dolores Durkin. "Teaching Reading to Young Children,- Education.
LXXXVII (September. 1966). p. 40.
'Dolores Durkin. "Children ~fuo Read Before Grade 1: A Second Study,'
IlementQr~ School Journal, LXIV (December, 1963). pp. 143-44.
~orr1B Pincus and Fra.nces IIJ!orgenstern. "Should Children be
Taught to Read. Earlier'" Reading Teacher. XVIII (October. 1964), p. 41.
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• • • "1h11e there are undoubted exceptions, present physiological
knowledge points to the age of about eight years as early enough
for anything more than an incidental attention to visual and
written language~form.l
A modern day advocate for a later start in learning to read is
Glass. He feels the child IS ea.rly school years should be devoted to
listening and talking, with reading being delayed until second or third
grade. Ris rationale is that a child can see a film or a :filmstrip, or
listen to the teacher and gain more information than by read'1ng. He
continue s by saying: n... ~lord analysis abi11 ty needs about three or .
four years to catch up wi th what a youngster can understand.,,2
Some writers place the minimum mental age for success in first
grade reading at various levels--six years, s1x years-four months. or
six years-six months--wh11e others have shown that children with mental
ages under six years can be taught to read. Tinker and McCullough feel
there 1s no justification for setting an exact age requirement for learn~
1ng to read. :But they concur ,with ~ris that the most opportune time
to teach reading is after the child 1s six years or older mentally be-
cause progress would be more rapid, the child requires 1e ss individual
help, and it takes less effort. An individual's intelligence does not
insure success in reading. but there is a relationship between 'mental
maturity and the ability to read.3 Dechant says that in general lithe
l»etts t Foundations of Reading Instruction. p. 107.
2Gerald G. Glass, "Let's Not Read So Soonl (Even Those 'Y1ho Can) ,.
in Vistas in Reading, ed. by J.- Allen Figural, Proceedings of the
Eleventh l~nual Convention"International Reading Association. Vol. II,
Pt. I (Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1967), p. 460.










lower the intelligence. the greater the need for a readiness program_"l
A recommendation made by Morphett and l-Tashburne bas had a strong
influence on the age at which reading is begun in the schools. They
suggested a mental age of six and one-half years for beginning reading
1nstruct1on.2
Darrell feels that the mental age of six can be a useful guide.
but SAySI uRate of learning to read seems to depend more upon audito17
and visual perception of word elements and other developmental factors
than upon scores on intelligence tests.u3
Bampleman conducted a longitudinal study involving fifty-eight
children at !loom1ngton. IndiQJla to find an answer to the question dAre
pup1ls who start school at the age of six years-four months or over
better readers in the sixth grade than those who start school below the
age of six years-four months?" The median reading score for the older
group was seven months higher. His conclusion was that starting school
later was not a handicap and may in fact be a help to slightly better
reading progress. The differences in reading achievement were not
statistically significant. He thought perhaps the study had too few
pupils f'rom whiCh to generalize.4
lEmerald Dechant. Improvinfj the TeaCr..i~ of Reading (Englewood
Oliffs, :New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. Inc •• 1964~ p. 41.
2!.mbel V. Morphett aIld Carleton ~lashburnet I'lihen Should Ohildren
:Begin to Read?" Elementary School Journal. XXXI (1w[arch. 1931). p. 501.
3Donald Du.rrell t Improving Reading Instruction (Yonkers, New
York a World Book Co •• 1956). p. 48.. '
4aichard s. Hampleman. "A study of' the Read,1Dg Achievements of'
Early and Late School starters," Elementary English, XXXVI (Kay. 1959).
pp. 331-34. .
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Data which Gates gathered concer~lng the relation between mental
age and success in beginning reading led him to conclude:
In the first place, the~" lfel'resentative dateJ indicate clearly
that statements concerning tr.&G necessary mental age at which
a pupil can be instructed to lea.rn to road are essentially
meaningless. ~he age for learning to read under one program
or wi th the method employed by one teacr~r may be entirely
different from that required under other clrcumstances.1
B8 goes on to say that although collected data indicate the possibility
ot teaching young children (mental age of 5-0 or higher) to read. they do
not imply that thi s 1s desirable.2
J30nd and ~tagner agree with Gates. They say: "In considering
mental maturity for beginning reading-instruction, the problem rightly
is one of adapting material and methods to suit the individual differences
in mental ability rather than waiting for each child to reach a given
mental age. u3
Visual discrimination
Visual perception skills must be taught; they are not learned
automatiCalll.4 As other learned functions, vision needs to be subjected
to stimuli for full development. Efron states that if a child's visual
skills are not n ••• made efficient at an 82J:'ly ege. they may plQY an
laates, "The Necessary Mental Age for :Beginning Reading,· p. 506.
2Ibid. t p. 50S.
3auy :Bond and Eva :Bond ~lagner, Teaching the Ohild to Rea.d (3rd ed.;
New York: Macl1l1~11an Co~ t 1960). p. 121.
4~nl112~ L. Rutherford, "Vision and Perception in the Reading
Process." in Vis tas in Readinti. ed. by J. Allen Figural. Proceedings of
the Eleventh Annual Convention, International Reading Association, Vol. II.
Pt. I (NeWArk, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1967). p. 506.
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important pQrt in producing a lack of readiness to read. tIl
S~son quotes from Babble Organization of HUman Development on
the early learning stages of basic forms perception:
• • • , the eyes must first be able to move in the pattern
prescribed by the form. Even more specifically, before
one perceives a horizontal line. one's eyes ha.ve had to
learn to move in a horizontal line; before one is able to
perceive a vertical line, one's eyes (not just one's head.
carrying one's eyes) must have learned to move in a vertical
line; before one perceives an oblique line, one's eyes must
have becane able to move in an oblique line. and in order to
perceive a circular line. one's eyes must have achieved the
ability to move circularly.•2
She then relates this ability of perceiving lines to perception
of form in letters.
Not only circles and squares. but all printed symbols--
indeed all forms consist of combinations or adaptations
of these-Dasic lines. Ar... A, for ,example, consists of
two oblique lines. and one horizonta.l one; an L consists
of a vertical line and a horizontal one; an 0 consists of
a circular line; an~ m consists of vertical lines and
segments of circular ones; a 5 is made up of a horizontal
. line. a vertical line, and a partial circle. Could it be
possible that eyes tr..at had not learned to move properly
were not able to perceive i'orm--were not able to discover
likenesses and differences in form and to provide the
child with readiness for copying with printed symbols, in
short. with readiness for rending?11}
Those children who show immaturity in copying designs and recogniz-
ing forms JDa:1 have difficulty in distinguishing letter forms and words.4
lMt\rvin Efron, liThe Role of Vision in Readinl Readiness," in
Reading and Inquiry. ed. by J. Allen Figurel, International Reading Con-
ference Proceedings, Vol. X (Newark, Dela\~are: International Reading
Association. 1965), pp~ 357-58. .
2Dorothy' M. Simpson, Learning to Learn (Columbus, Ohio: Charles
~. Merrill Publishing Co•• 1968). p. 24.
_)Ibid•• p. 25.
4m.ldreth, Readiness for School :ae~nners. p. 254.
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Physical maturation and experience are important for development
of vision. If a chUd hQ,s had toys and games -vlhich he could manipulate.
and ms had many occasions to observe objects near and far. his cha.nces
of possessing cood Visual discriminationab11ities are likely superior
to those of a child "tho has not had various experiences wi th manipulative
devices.1
Vistlal acuity and visual discrimination are not synon~rmous. A
child may possess shs.rpness of vision, but may not have learned to ob-
serve the number of small differences in words or have learned, accord-
inc to Tinker and l(cCullough. n ••• that these differences may occur
in different positions within the words_u2
The kinds of materials used to teach visual discrimination should
be rela.ted to wl-ua.t is done in the reading rzocess to be effective; that is.
practice visual discrimination on'letters and words for effective trQJlsfer
of learni~,:) The same idea is stated by Dechant': "The match1n~ of non-
word forms and pictures seems to have little benefit on letter or vlord
perception. T11Q learning in the former does .not seem to transfer to perform-
a.nce on the latter_,,4
In }~IacGiniteIS s'lJJl1mal'7 of past readiness rese~ch findings, he
l}.~"\rion 1,lonroe, Growing Into Reading (Ohicago: scott, Foresman
and Company. 1951). :pp- 146=41.
2Tinker and l-1cCulloU€h, Teachintk Elementary Reading, p_ 64.
3Siegmar 1t~ttehl and Ethel }-I. King, "Recent Research in Visual
Discrimination: Significance for :Beginning Reading,1t in ViSt3,S in Read-
ing, ed. by J. Allen Figural, Proceedings of tIle Eleventh Annual Conven-
tion, International Re~ding Association, Vol. II, Pt. I (Ne\~k. Delaware:
International ReadinG Associat1on t 1967), p. 438.
4nechant, t:nKrovin~ the Teaching of ReadinG, pp- 153-54-
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says: ..... later reading comprehension seems to be prodicted better
by visual discrimination of letters and words than by" visual discrimina-
tion of geometric forms. n1
V~y studie B have been carried on to find the factors of read-
1ng readiness which are good predictors of successful achievement in
reading a.t the primary level. One such study-was conducted to determine
if a combination of six readiness factors could be used to predict prob-
able success in reading. The factors considered were mental age. audit-
ory discrimination, visual discrimination. letter identification, social
class stQ.tUB and maternal need-achievement. .From a group of 475 kinder-
garteners tested the previous 14tay. a group of 87 first graders was
randomly selected to participate. The conclusion from this stttdy \Ii~S
that the ability to identify letters had the greatest predictive value.
,:But this, does not mean that a child who learns his letters will succeed
in first grade ree"ding. This ability, no doubt. reflects some experiences
the child had prior to first grade.2
A study of visual discrimination tasks and their predictive
value for reading was made by Iiarrett. He examined papers on: knowledge
of letters, words, shape matching, geometric figures and pictures.)
:Barrett then in1tiated a study which sought to show how nine reading
ll-{acGinite. "Evaluating Readiness for Learning to Read: A
Oritical Review and Evaluation of'Research. tI p. 401.
2Nicholas J. Silvaroli. ttFactors in Predicting Children's Success
in First Grade Reading," in Read:L'1g and Inquirlt ed. by J. Allen Figural.
International Reading Conference Proceedings. Vol. X (loTewark. Dela~lare:
International Reading Association, 1965), pp. 296-97.
3Thomas C. Earrett, "Visual Discrimination TaSks as Predictors




readiness factors contributed to prediction of first-grade reading success.1
He found that reading letters and numbers ranked highest as a predictor of
f1rst-grade reading; but stated, as have others. this does not mean the chUd
wil:L be a good reader if he learns his letters and numbers. Other factors
probably m:ade him interested in learning ,this. He states:
••• the :findings appear to support the conclusion that an
optimum combination of visual discrimination ta.sks for
predicting first grade reading achievement would include
tasks similar to Reading Letters and Numbers, ,~rord ~fa,tch1ng,
and Pattern Copying.
:Ba.rrett goa s on to say toot visual discrimination cannot be used alone as
a readiness factor for reading. It must be used in conjunction with
It ••• aUditory discrimination. language facility. story sense, an,d under-
standing lrihat reading 18.112
Goins I work on visual perception is often referred to in the
literature. sr~ administered fourteen Visual perception tests of a
non-verbal nature to 120 first grade pupils.3 The test which correlated
most highly with the reading test (.519) was pattern copying. In this
test the ~bject looks at a completed model and then draws the missing
lines in a second model \-lith figares becoming progressively more
complicated. There are thirty-six patterns in all.4
Two factors of visual perception ability were identified in this
study--the ability to "keep in mind a confi~at1on against distraction
(strength of closure)1I and the "ability to perceive ana. keep in mind a
lIbid•• p. 277. 2Ibid•• p. 281.
)Jean Turner Goins. IIVisual Perceptual Abilities and Early Read-
ing Progress. 1I Suuplemontary Educational ~fonogra hS t 1:10. g (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, Febru.a..7. 1958 , p. 39.
4Ibid•• p. 105.
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perceptual whole. a Goins indicated that tr~ findings sUf£ast a need for
revision in reading readiness tests since tests measuring closure are
good predictors of reading success.1 She 1nte~reted her results to conclude:
• • • • a theory of the natUl--e of visual nercention in read-
ing is postulated thus: Efficient reading inv~lves ability
not only to hold in mind the "'\ilholenassli of a v;Ord. -pru:-ase.
or sentence ••• but also to attend to individual worda,
and, at times, to parts of words. Perceiving in a general
\'1tJ;y the "Thole but not discriminating clearly among it s
component elemc;:'ts (letters, words, phrases) may ca.use
as much difficulty in reading as does concentrated attention
on word-analysis and word-calling. The good reader e1 tr.er
develops or possesses inherently strength of closure, thus
performing both acts in harmony or simultaneously.2
Auditory discrimination
Two ba.ckground abilities, learned either a.t home or in school,
necessa~ before being able to read are visual and anditory discrimi~
t1on. of word elements. Again, the distinction must be made between
acuity and discrimination. A child's maring may be unimpaired. but he
still might not have the ability to discriminate sounds in letters and
words due to lack of training ~d' eX1)erience. It is necessa.ry to train
the ear to hear sounds in various parts of words....beginn1ng, middle, and
end.3 The same sound can be heard in any part of a word and the child
must learn that "differences between words may occur anywhere within the
word." If the child's hearing is normal. a deficiency in auditory dis--
crimi.n.ation can us'\U',.lly be eliminated.4 This sIdll can be taught.
The child who will learn to read with ease will be able to
1
~•• p. 102. 2Ibid•• p. 104.
3Durrel1. I~roving Readi~ Instruction, p. 42.
4Tinker and McOulloU€h, Teaching Elementa:z ReadinG, p. 61.
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tell you before leaving kindergarten that cake. cookie s and corn all
sound alike at the beginning. E~ving a high I.~. or extensive phonic
lessons does not insure success per se.1 Even the brightest child can-
not succeed if he lacks audito~ discrimination ability.
Sex differences in reading achievement usually favor girls.
Durrell quotes l.,Iurphy', s study '1h1ch indicates that "sex differences in
reading achievement ••• were not significant when boys were given help
in aud1to~ and visual discrimination•• u2•
La Pray and Ross believe that it is almost ~oss1ble to separate
Visual from auditory discrimination•. SoJrJ8 children who have problems in
learning to read cannot discriminate isolated sound. and attach meaning
to tr..em. Using a test they have constructed and with \ibich ti'~y r~ve
recently ex,perimented. the authors have found tl1a t the result s do not
correlate highly with an intelligence test. This.pleases them because
r, ••• it suggests that auditory perception aDd intelligence are two
different facets of the central processing system.u3
The letter...to-soun~ relationship is primarily a memory task. but
teachers cannot leave this learning to ~'Ulce. It must be cultivated and
reinforced at all early levels of schooling with appropriate readiness
IDonald D. Durrell and Helen A. Murphy, liThe Auditory Discrimin-
ation Factor in ::~Gad.ing Readiness and Reading Disability." Education,
LlllII (l~Yt 1953). p. 556.
2Ibid•• p. 559.
314argaret H. La Pl~a:y and. Ramon Ross, ilAud1to~ and Visual-
percept~~ Training, II 111 J:ista.s in Re2..din~, ad. by J. Allen Figural t
Proceedings of the E19vent.n InZiual Convention, International Reading
Association. Vol. II. Pt. I (Ne~~k. Dela~~re: International Readin~
Association, 1967), p. 532.
act1v1t1es.1
V18ual~motor ooordination
Two composite factors have been indicated recently as good pre-
uictors of reading snecess-~aud1to~-visualintegration and visual-motor
coordinat ion.2
In checking readiness booklets for clues to unso.coessful readers,
Simpson found that poor performance on a ten-item copying test was an
indicator. Some children had good total scores, but were not successful
in learning to read.3
Two researchers quote the Goins I study:
Goins (1958) found that pattern copying had the highest correla-
tion wi th SUbsequent reading success in her investiga.tion. a.n\she
.concluded that the task should be included in readiness tests.
Goins found Pattern Copying had a higher correlation with reading
than all fourteen other tests combined, -519 to .497.5
Betts cites Di }~o on visual motor skills:
First. different modalities of learning ••• are related and.
in turn, contribute to performance on a visual-motor test.
Second, both the visual and motor facets of a complex of
lIven Rose, "~temory Development Aids Reading Readiness,lI
Instructor, LXXVIII (November. 1968). p. 91.
21il!acGinit1e. IIEvallUl.ting Readiness for Learning to Read: A
Critical Review and Evaluation of Research." p. 403-
3Simpson. Learning to Learn. p. 16.
~oger E. Johnson, uTr.l.e Validity of the Clymer-:Barrett Prereading
Batte17,$J Reading Teacher, XXII (April. 1969). p. 610.
5Thomas c. Earrett. lI~he Relationship :Between IvIeasures of Pre-
reading Visual Discrimination and First Grade Raaning Achievement: A
Review of the Literature," Readin§ P..asearch Q,uarterll. I (Fall, 1965) t
p. 63.
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visual~motor skills contribute to word discrimination.1
~he relationship between copying geometric forms and copying letters
and \fOrds 1s that letters ax,a geometric forms. 2
In a study by :Sosllorth an er;.erimental group received individual
spacial instruction. within the regular kindergarten program. based on
their achievement in the visual-motor Skills test. ~etts quotes ~osworth
"that visual-motor skills can be developed. • •• and this type of
instruction increases the range of achievement among five-year olds•••"
:Bosworth also concluded that training in the visual-motor skills is help-
ful in word discrimination.)
Subtests of the Metropolitan Readiness Test WhiCh correlated most
highly with reading achievement included those testing visual-motor and
visual discrimination ski11s.4
Kindergarten Experience and Pre-re~ing Skills
l~ot every child entering an .American public school ha.s the
opportunity of enrolling in kindergarten. Arld an even less likely
possibility 1s the opportunity to attend a two-year kindergarten program.
With so much speculation, k.no~lledge, and stUily about early educa-
tion and pre-school experie~ces. tlle statements by Robinson and Robinson
seem pertinent:
The only rea.lly safe conclusion one can make of the available
data is that there is a vast amount \"'Ie need to know about the
rola of experience in early childhood, and that the only effec-
lJ~mett A. :Setts, "Reading: Visual-motor Skills, n Education,
LXXX'V'III (April..V~, 1968), p. 292.
2Ibid. t p. 293-· 3roid•• p. 293-94.
-....- --
4Simpson, Learninti to Learn, pp. 19-20.
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i~le way to go about investi~ating it is through longitudional
studies of rather l~-ee propOl..tions. In view of the current
pressure to eng&ge in active intervention during the pre-school
years, the urgency of initiating this long-term reseaxch must
not be 19nored.1
One innovation \1nich ~~S been proposed. is the full a:J~Y of school
at the kindergarten level. Gorton and Robinson advocate formal academic
activities in language. science. mathematics, social studies, and music.
They claim that there could be more flexibility in the classroom and
longer blocks of time devoted to learning. If more time might be needed
to completely t.-'velop a concept. the instruction could be delayed and
reinforced late~". On the other hand. if the group was highly motivated.
there would be grea·cer freedom to continue an idea. Too full-day kinder-
garten \-lould require the help oX: a teacher's aide. A pilot study of a
full-~ kindergarten wa.s begun in 1967 in Arlington, Vermont. As yet
there is no published research on the advantages of this type of pr OgrDm.2
Other countries, too, are becaning more aware of the im:Portance
of early childhood education. The Japanese government plans a. kinder-
garten experience for every child or attendance at a, day nursery before
entering primary school. The public and private kindergartens have in-
creased from 2,455 in 1951 to 8,551 in 1965. A problem they are facing
is parental pressure to teach reading, writing and sri thmetic at an
early age. The Institute in Hiroshima University r.as planned to conduct
research on the teaching of the 3 Rls in the kindergarten, methods to be
lRobinson and Robinson, u~he Problem of Timing in Pre-School
Education,n p. 51-
2Harry~. Gorton and Richar~ L. Robinson. "For Better Results--
A Full-DAy Kinderga.rten." Education, LXXXIX (FebrU3.ry-~~ch. 1969) t
l?J? 218-220.
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used. and other factors.1
Hillerich makes the statement that "reading readiness is becoming
less nebulous as ~Je identify certain pre-rea.ding skills \'lhich lOQ,d to
success in read..1ng. u2
A list of reading readiness skills, presented nineteen years ago
at the Conference on Reading at the University of Pittsburgh, is still






A more complete and current rating scale for pre-reading Skills
has been taken from the Ginn manuaJ. and follows:
Facility in Oral Language
Concept and Vocabulary Development
Listening Abilities









ll.rasako Shoji, "First Na.tional Institute for Etlrly Childhood
Educational Research and Experimental Kinderga.rten in Japan,lS Child..."'ood
Education. ~\LIV (December, 1967). p. 255.
2Robert L. Hillerich. tf5tudies in Reading Read.1ness,tI in Reading
and Inquiry, ed. by J. Allen Figural, International Reading Conference
proceedings, Vol. X (lTawark. Dela\tlare: International Reading Association t
1965), p. 4s.
3Helen :B. Sullivan. "Reading Readiness Sk:111s." in Current Problems
of Reading Instru.etion. ed. by Gerald A. Yoakam, A Report 01 tEe Seventh





T\~ phases of the reading program are presently receiving much
scrutiny. One questions the most effective k~nd of prereading inst:cuc-
tion. and the other questions tl~ most opportune~ for beginning
formal reading instruction.
Activity-e;per1ence approach or use of readiness workbooks~
A st'l~ designed to investigate the question, "Does a. X1nderga:r-
ten child show more reMiness end. potential for reading after he has
been through readiness books of a ba.sal reader program or after r..e ~s
had ~~ activity program of eA~eriences?" led to the following conclusions:
The experience-activity approach is better for boys; readiness in girls
develops equally well in both approaches. The investigation \\ras limited
to a single echo01 in one locality. with two grou:ps. taught by the sartle
teacher, consisting of twenty-eight children in ea.ch, matched by sex and
age.2
In another study, all kindergarten activities were the same for
the two groups of children, taught by the same teacher, with one excep-
tion-one group used reQ,diness workbooks for the last nine weeks of the
kindergarten year. No significant differences were found between the
two groups ~/h.en tested with the ~ietropolitanReadiness Test at the
lTheodore Clymer. Bernice M. Christenson, ~nd David H. Russell,
l~!a.nual for :Build.ing Pre-Readi~ Skills, Xit A - Languag~ (:Bos ton: Ginn
and Co~any. 1965), p. 299- .
2~f. ?au.l 131akely and Erma lw{. Shadle. uA Study of Two Readiness-
for-Read.ing Programs in Kindergarten. A Elemente:ry English, XXXVIII
(November. 1961). pp. 502-05.
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beginning of school the following September.1
Hildreth's swnma,ry favors the informal, activity-experience ty:pe
kindergarten program.
In some schools reo.cling readiness is interpreted as formal
drill \'1ith exercises in reading readiness 'booklets. In other
SCllools reading readiness is identified \11th the activity
prograll1, featuring incidental learning through congeni;al
experiences in play life at school. There is support for this
broader inte~retation of reading readiness in the statistical
evidence that learning to read depends upon general intellect-
ual development and linguistic maturation. as "rell as upon
specific readiness in terms of visual, auditory and motor
ca:'p43.cit 1es.2
Another ~··.,_~porter of tr.e informal kindergarten approach to
development is Moskowitz. She believes some parents are pressuring for
early reading thinking this is a sta.tus symbol.3
In Dykstra's review of reading readiness test research, he
states:
••• trJere is no clear-cut evidence tl'lat the ·use of readiness
\\1orkbooks and readiness materials improve a child I s readiness
for reading beyond wh¢t could be expected from an infonnal
kindergarten program. .
Early instruction
Th.a need to learn exists for everyone. Spodek and Robinson believe
tllat: n~lle mechanics of reading mayor may 1:0 ~ be important for some five-
1M. H. Ploghoft, tlDo Reading Readiness ~lorkbooks Promote Readi-
ness?", Elementary English, XXXVI (October. 1959), pp. 424-26.
2Hildreth, Readiness for School Beginners, p. 265.
3Su.e Mo sltO\tli tz» II SllOuld ~·le Teach Re~ding in the Kindergarten1" ,
~lementary English, XLII (November, 1965), p. 798.
4aobert Dykstra. n~ne Use of Reading Readiness Tests for Predic-
tion and Diaenosis: A Critique." in Perspectives in Reading, No. 8,'~
Ev~ltk~tion of Children's Reading Achievement, ad. by Thomas C. ]arrett
(l~e\'lark, Dels,'.·lare: Int"ernationa.l Rea.ding Association, 1967) t 1'- 46.
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year olds, but the development of ba.sic concepts
and verbal and symbolic Skills are a necessity for all
children.1
Some educators are questioning if' there is a. place for reading
in the kindergarten. ,Durkin responds, "Good education at an,y age level
is an ada.pt1ve response to the children being educated. As the children
change, so too must their educat1on.u2
In Durkin's article on "A Fifth-Year Report on the Achievement of
Early Readers" she points out that tr.e data
• • • , indicate that early achievement in reading has no
detrimental effect on subsequent achievement. In fact. some
of the data suggest that an earlier start in reading lea.ds to
greater achievement in future years.
:But she goes on to say tr..at these :findings do not infer that a
ty;pical first .grade reading program should be moved into the kindergar-
ten. Tb.e early readers "tIara children w!'..o learned to read at home be-
cause of individual desires to learn and having someone a.t home interested
in furthering this curiosi ty to learn.3
Another much-publicized reading experiment is tile Denver Study.
It is a. six-year study. kindergarten-5th grade t of a large randomly
,
grouped population. Teachers could withold anyone from the program
thought to be too immature; no readiness testing was used. At the kinder-
Garten level the only difference between the control and e;x:perimental
groups was the reading instruction for twenty minutes per day using the
l:Bernard Snodek and P'.481en F. Robinson, IIAre Kindergartens Obsolete?",
Elementary School Journal, X;XV (){arch, 1965). p. 305•.,
2Du.rkin. "Teaching :Beading to Young Ohildren,lt p. 41.
3Du.rkin t "A Fifth-Year Report on the Achievement of :EQ.rl~r
Readers," Elementary SChool Journal, z;x:v (l~ovember. 1964). pp. 79-80.
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seven types of learning activities developed by l-~cXee and Hal"rison. tI'r~
results ShOVl th.:at to maintain the f;a.ins made by Jt;JJ.e experimental ~oup
beyond the second grade. the children needed an. adjusted teachin~ :PrograJn
in all· grades followi~ the kindar~.rtGn. year.l
A eeneral statement was made by these researchers that most avor-
aea youngsters in a lar~e city public school system c~.n learn to re~d in
kindergarten.2 ~hey further stated: Itlro eVidence \-r.a.s found that early
instruction in beginning reading affected visual acuity, cr~ated problems
of social adjustment or caused dislike for reading.1I3
Readine s s Te at ~
Tests are not infallible measures, but they In:?J:Y be considered.
fairly reliable ¢des when the correct test is chosen for a specific ta..sk.
The methods which Russell considered important in. evaluating a child's
readiness durinG; early SCl1001~ are restated by Hildreth: "A combination
of test results and teacher rati~s, observations, and illformal tests
furniShes a more reliable basis for determining readiness than the test
alone ...4
A readin{; read.iness test is uswa,lly most reliable in prediction
for the t~lO extremes in the school population. tile most and least promis-
ing pupils, and not likely as reliable for the aver~.5
lJoseph E. :Brzeinski. l~. Lucile Harrison and Paul ~~cXee. IIShould
Johnny Read in X1ndere;arten?" lrEA Journal, LVI (lliIarch. 1967)>> liP. 23-24.
2Ibi~•• p. 25.
3Ibid. t p. 24.
4m.ld.reth, Readiness for School J3aginnel'"s, p- Z3.
5~•• p. 259.
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There is no test which claims to measure all of the reading
readiness factors, and no one test is completely reliable. l But much
information can be gotten from tr...e test by analYsis of its :parts and by
observing the child's attention ~~an and ability to follow directions
while the test is being administered.
!£linker and l~!cCullough indicate that: tI.. . diagnosis by means
of part scores on reading-readiness -tests is a valuable aid to instruc-
tion ~t various stages in the first two grades and for use with reading
disability cases \mere performance is below second-gra.de reading.n2
.A:n. important finding in a study re-ported by Roche. in the Van
lrJke Schools in }'{icr-..igan. showed tha.t a child might have an average total
score on a reading readiness test, but score low in ufunctional Visual
and/or functional auditory acuity.n3
I..Iany teachers place a great deal of confidence in the reading
readine sa test. and thi s confidence is \tlell-fou.nd.ed. :But a test of this
kind. should not be used to measure the full extent of readiness which
the child has obtained. Varying results exist in the literature.
In 2..'lalyzing the da~a received from a reading readiness test and
a reading achievement test from 111 first grade children who had been
tested in September and then again in Ma.y, Karlin found that ua, very
small relationship between the sCores obtained on the rea.ding re~\Odiness
2Tinker and McCullought Teachin~ Elementary Readin~t p. 18.
3E:elen l1ocP..e, tlJu,n.ior prim~..ry in tr~ ""'an D~r1ce Level Plan»"
~1ou~~:J~,1 of :~ducz~/~~=:_..':-:lal Researc~, 'LV (Febl....aa.:-yt 1962) II p. 233-
tests and the reading achic··~ament test exists_til
The purpose of Ba,gford I s study was to tfmeasure the relationshi-ps
between scores on readiness tests given early in CaJ child's educational
career and later measures of his reading success." The data seem to
warrant these conclusions:
Reading readiness test scores are significantly related to
later success in readin&~ Students wr~ score well on reading
readiness tests in kindergarten and first grade tend to score
well on reading achievement tests in grades four t five a,nd
six. • • • the relationships between readiness test scores and
measures of early success in reading do not decrease signific-
antly as children progress t~ough school. 2
A study of the validity of the 9.J.;tE:er-BarrettPrereading:Batterl
led Johnson to conclude, "~he pl~~er-~arrett Prereading ]atterl more
accurately predicted reading success as measured by the Gates-MacGinitie
Read.ing Tests than did the Metropolitan Readiness Tests. 1I3 It was also
found tbat t\1C of tlle subtests--Recognition of Letters and Discrimination
of De~inning Sounds--were probably as good predictors of reading success
as the entire battery.4
~arrett analyzed the content of five readiness tests and found
that the items in them varied. Th.e only general factor included in all
the tests 'VIas visual discrimination. The tests he compared ''lere: Gates
RaaaiL·t~ Rea-dine s s Te at s. TIle Ha..rr1 son-Stroud ReadinG ReMine s s Profile s.
IT:c;oert L~rlin, "Tne Prediction of Re2Aing SUccess and Reading-
Readiness ~ests,n :SlementaryEngli~l:t Y:JC.rI.V (lltl3,Y, 1957), p.322.
3Jo~i.son. liThe Validity of the Clymer-~~srettPrere.o..ding :Batter:!."
4-b .f. ...J... J.et••
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Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Tests. 1·1etrouo11tan Readiness Tests and
rJl £
Murphy-Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness TGsts.1
He cites recent studies dealing ~4th reading achievement prediction
and states that three factors seem to be important: visual discrimi~~tion
QJld letter knowledge t auditory discrimination of beginning sounds. and the
ability to hold. a figure in mind against distraction. He does not ad.vocate
tbat all rea.diness tests be the sar.oe, but says: " ••• enough information
is available in this general area. of study to provid.e worth\"lhile suggestions
about some ~ec1fic factors that might prove valuable both predictively
8J1d diagnostically, as a core for almost all readiness tests. u2
Summarz
Readiness is general preparation for learning.....!or all disciplines
and for ~ll age levels. Readiness and reading readiness are often equate~
because the skills necessary for learning to read· are also tl10se necessary
for learning in general. A child is considered to possess reading readi-
ness when he can profit from classroom instruction. Readiness develops
and grO\t/s through rnaturation and experienCE!_
Readiness 1s a complex composite of many factors which can be
described separately. but do not function in isolation. These ge.neral
~"a.ctors are physical, social t mental t ernot1onal and psychological, and.
eXIJeriential.
Experience and research ShoTJl th.at children are learning more and
Q.t an earlier age tlJ-an had been thougl1t possible. One source of early
learninG is television. t~olesoma experiences in the home, on the play-
ground, at nursery and/or Sunday School alao hal:? develop the child IS
readiness.
~he age at which to begin reading is still controversial. although
there seems to be agreement that it is inadvisable to start a. child who
has not reacr.ed proper mental maturity. The effort is too grea.t for the
results achieved. Rather tr.an age, the methods and materials used in
learning to read, by a perceptive teacher, seem to ~~e the difference.
Tl1.ere is Q. relationship between mental maturity and ability to read,
although a high I.~. does not insure SUCCess in reading achievement.
~he specific skills of Visual discrimination. auditory discrimin~
tion. and v~6ual-motor coordination have be~n found to be important in
learning to read. Ability to identify letters and numbers and discrimina-
tion among words seem to be the best predictors of probable success in
reading. But knowin~ letters must reflect learning experiences other
than sheer drill on letters to be ~ good predictor.
Auditory discrimination can be taught and must be learned befol"e
a child becomes an effioient reader. Visual and audito~ discrimination
seem to be coru:plj.'~~'.c~'~;U7 functions \1Orl~ing together. Research studies
have sho"W1l that v1st1.al-motor coordination is al so a good predictor of
reading success. and it has been indicated that training in this skill
nelpS in word discrimination.
1~1uch more research neada to be done ~.t the pre--schoo]... and
kinc.argarten levels to und(;)Tst1tl:lC1. the effects of various experiences on
the l~~rnit1gs of ohildren. SOLla stud.ies in :pro~&aa involve e. full-day
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kindergarten. teaclung ac~demic subjects at the kindergarten level. and
co~paring the activity-experience approach to learning as opposed to a
more formal approach.
A reading readiness test C~tn be a. helpful g-aide in prediction
and diagnosis wr..en used wi th other measures such as teacher observations t
informal tests. and intelligence tests. Some investigators feel tp~re
is now considerable evidence available to show that it could be
advantageous to include certain factors in all readiness tests.
CIIAPTER III
~.n.is study was desi~ed to compare the results obtained by
two e;roups of children to whom the Clyrner-:Barrott Prereading :Batte::l
hQ,d been administered. TJ:1..e children \vere currently enrolled in the
'same suburban school system's five-year old kindergarten program.
The Kindergarten Progrom
The two-year kindergarten pro€:ram provides opportunities, in a
structured but il'lfo~l school settir~., for the children to develop
totally--intellactually, socially. emotionally, :psycholo~ically and
physicaJ.ly. As a tle.1lber of the Junior Kindergarten group I the four-year
old learns how to intera.ct ltIi th his :peers through free :play and creative,
activities. Sh.:lrine e:xperie.nces pl'9ovides a favorable learning climate
which helps to develop ~ood l"labi ts.
The activi ties \vhich begin at the four-year level are d.eveloped
sequentially as the cr.ild enter s Senior Xindere;arten. This inclu.d.es
expanding concept s a.bout heal th :.md safety, mu.scular developrnent and.
coordin.ation tnrough use of playground and room equipment. sensory
development through. games and. actiVities. art and music experiences,
numbers) and readiness activities \\Thich involve language development.
listenill£; skills» audi t017 ~.nd. viS"u.~..l discnmi.n.a.tion. cor.i.cept develop-
ment and attitudes.
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g:u-ten level are s:Psech improvement and science. Tb.a Sljeech improve-
ment :progr~ consists of Q, t\fenty-minute prasent3.tion by tl1C speech
therapist once a week extended througilout tl;.e "leek: by the kirJ.d.er€:arten
teacher. ~l1is \-JOrk makes tl1e child.rer... more aware of sound and voice,
and helps their development of and:. tory discrimination. The science
class is taught by tl19 kindel~garten teacl1..er, using the Science Curric-Uo-,
lu.m I.m;2rovclnent StudY material from the University of California. Tl1e
help of a special consultaZlt in the science area is available.
Eoth tl~ four and five-year old kindergarten classes meet for
two and one-h2J.f hours each day. the juniors in the morning and the
seniors in tIle afternoon. Regu.1ar attendance is encouraged. In thi s
ltlay the proe;rmn can operata to be of greatest benefit to tIle. children.
Selection of Subjects
~he ttrJO groups \tlere composed of: (1) children "Tho had h::ld two
yea.rs of kindergarten in the same school system and (2) children \1M
\tlare in their first year of kindergarten in this system. Tile numbers
of the study ",ore dictated. by the number of children :presently enrolled
in their first yea:r of kinder~artenas five-yea.r olds. TIds number was
sixty--three.
A listin.~ ,·,2.S made of the children in the one-ye:a:r kinderearten
gl40up \i'hich included the follo\"i~ information: name, birthdate, sex,
~:'w,~d n'lU'se~J schooling. !rhis information \'1as gathered by tr~ \t;riter from
school office records a.~d recorded on a tabulation slwet which had been
from tl1a l?~rellt s thrOugll each. scbo 01 office.
{:;;.~o·a.:p of t"'lo-ye~~" kindeTg~tell ch.ildren 'tl;as t110n selected
irom ..too S3ll1e scllool records by matclling sex G~d age. \Jlithin tr.lXee months.
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The pairs of children (o'ne child ",1 th two years Of kindergarten and one
child \dth one year of kindergarten) ~~ra from the same classroom. except
in four cases where it was necessary to match the children by sex or age
from another classroom.
The 126 children were enrolled in 32 kindergarten classrooms in
11 schools within the same school system. In gathering the data. four
cluldren were eliminated from the study (two boys and two girls) when
1t was found tha t one boy and one girl had h..'\d a year I s kindergarten
at different schools in the same system. (The total number ~~s then
122.) There were 64 boys and 58 girls in the t\ro groups, 32 boys and
29 girls in each. Tr~ir chr~noloGical ages r~nged from 7 years, 1 month
to 5 years, 6 months, as of the 31st of ~:~ch.
Twenty of the children in the one-year kinderga.rten group had.
had some school experience prior to entering five-year kindergarten, vary-
1ng in amounts from one month to three semesters--not only in different
nursery schools but in various parts of the country. It \~as not known if
an:y of the children wi th t'VlO years of kindergarten had had nursery school-
1~ prior to entering four-year kindergarten.
Selection of Test
The Cl~~er-~~~rett Prereading EatteEl was standardized on a
large pop~~~tion (over 5,000 public school pupils), in widely distrib-
uted geographica.l locations including children from rural, urban e-nd
suburban areas and from different socio-economic gro~s.
Tl~e autr.ors suggest that there is not e.."lOue;ll d.ifference bet~tSen
and. of tlw kindergarten yeQ: and "oeginning fir'st grade
to warrant gathering material for separate kindergarten norms.
Users may bo assured tluat pupils \'1il1 bo r~'1k ordered. in
spring approximately as ",r.8y will in fall t even. thOll{",h
raw scores may gain slightly•••• Furthermora~ vnen using
first grade norms. teachers will 10 con~aring kindergarten
pupils with a standardization g:.:~)q~ '"Ina are at tr~ point
where beginning reading tr~dit1onally starts.1
Reliability ~~d validity of the battery- .. .... ~
S;atistieal data indicate that the three subtests and total
score can be used with a high degree of confidence. A separate table
indicating reliability coefficients for special groups includes a
group of kindergarten pupils tested in May.
To be yalid the subst~~ce of a test should be a saL1ple of the
skills to be tested. The content of the test used in this study r~s
validity:
cocause it was dra~m directly from the kinds of skills
it measures; because it is hifplY related to pupil's
early readiness experiences; and because there is evidence
to ShO~'l th:a.t J of all the kinds of i terns that might have
been included. those actually used represent the optimum
sampling of skills and understandings.2
Description of test parts
The test battery consis ts of six paper-and-pencil tasks which
evtW.u.ate a pupil's readiness in visual discrimination. auditory discr1min-
ation. and visual-motor coordination. The following descriptions of the
taSks were summarized from the test manual.
Vi~ Discrimination.
T,n..sl: 1- .....".~ "''r~ ..;~ .J ", ·,".::'~:;io:",J. c:: :;~ettel"o,,,-- Tllare are thi~ty-:five
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items which measure the pupil's a~ility to raco,nize letters--twenty-
five lower case and ten capit~ le·~ters. The pupil :narks one of five
choices of letters named by the teacher.
Task 2 - l~fatchin~ ~~;ords... Tllora .ro tllenty i tC'IDS in the teat
st. l
whioh involve seeing likenesses an~ differences in words. The child
locates and marks one word out of four \'/111 ch mat cr.a.e s the stimulus word.
Auditory Discrimination.
f2~sk ') .. Discrimination of ]eginnin~ Sounds in~!lords.,- Twenty
items demand discrimination of likenesses .~d differences in beginn1n€
iounde of words. ~he choice 11 made from three altern~t1v,». o~ally
presented b1. '~~. ~eacher and p1Qturei in the test. ~lle p10turea are
named by tlle teacher to avoid any amb1gu.ity.
Task 4 - Discrimination of EndinZ Sounds in Words.- Twenty
items demand discrimination of likenesses and differences in ending
sounds of words. The task is similar to that in Ta~t 3 except that
it deals with final sounds in words instead. of initial sounds. ·ThS
ending sounds arE) 11sually l--hymin,g.
Visual-motor Coordination.
Task 5 - Sh~~e Completion.- ~~enty pairs of drawings (geometric
shapes) are presented--the first dra:vling is complete and the second in-
complat~:; and needs to be completed to match the first. The task requires
~erc~tion of what is missing and drav~~g in those missing lines.
TZt~.;;~( 6 - Copy-A-sentence.- A seven word sentence is presented..
TIle chi:'c~ c·,5.G to ~e'J?::'oJ.uce tr...e sentence \-lith l!ords in correct sequence.
o~der of letters in words, g~oupillgS of letters
needs to be reproduced on lines provided for this purpose. It 1s the
only task which is strictly timed. in t 118 batts1'1.1
The batte~ contains a total of 122 items. porcentile rarJt
according to total score and stan1ne equivalents of part scores and
total score may be obtained from tables in the test manual.
The Testi~?rogrp~
Atter the t\~O groups bad been esta.blished, it was necessary
to set up a testwg scr.edule. The time and room schedule \41aS arranged
after individual letters had been written to each principal and cleared
with the El~enta~ Supervisor.
The Cl~~er-]2xrett prere~ding ]atterz w~s administered by the
writer at each of the eleven schools between A?ril 13th and May 5th.
with a few teats given through May 8th. due to absences. 11ames had.
been ~~itten on each test booklet and sharpened primary pencils were
supplied. Rooms suited to the F'iirpose of administeri~ the tests were
made available by the principal at each school.
lihe~ the gro~ consisted of over ten children, an aide ~~s
enlisted to help in room arrangement and to insure adequate supervision.
The following statement is made on page eleven of the test manual:
UChildren takir~ the battery will have to be encouraged not to copy."
Cardboard diViders were devised by the writer and quiCkly set ~ before
eaCh testing situ~t1on to insure privacy tor each child•
., ·-:t:-er:1en·b s-
ing \~S limited by the time children ware in school--two and one-half
hours each afternoon.
Tr~ children were tested on t\'i~ separate d~ys. Tho first test-
1ng experience was :;ith Jcests 1 thrO'll~;J:.l 4 (1 and 2 visual discrimina.tioll
and 3 and 4 aUditory discrimination, administered during a one-hour
session. A Short rest was given betwBa~ the first and second tests and
again between tests three and four. with a longer. more active ,e=iod of
relaxation between tests two and three. The booklets ware collected
after the first oession and distributed again at the second session.
Test correction-- --
The tests were scored by the "~iter shortly after administrat~on
and re-checkad af~er an interval of more than two weeks. A key was
l?l"""i ....6.ed. \-lith directions for scoring tl".e test. The first four tes~ts
raquirod matching the answer key against the test-booklets and marking
the TAumcer correct. Tl1e laat t\'/o tests required a. degl-'se of subjectivG
judgment. al though gu.ides for scoring were given in the Key. Evalua.tions
in tests five and six were made by the writer and a prim~-...ry teacher.
s/~ '~~.~. ztical Treatment of the Data.~.""""""!'1'.-."
E
The sample consisted of 122 cases. 61 in each group. ~~!atching
variable s were age. wi thin three monthe. and sex. Each child in the one-
year ~roup V:~8 :p~ired with one in the t\vo-year group who met these two
requirements. A:ny other variables existing between each pair o£ children
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children. From these raw data the t-teat results were completed.
All of the formulas used are listed below. :Because the t\10 groups
in this sample \'!ere paired, the formula for the standard Error of the






2. Standard Deviation:l l/..ix'l.
N
1.
Standard Error of the }.!ean =
VN=T
4. Standard Error of Difference:, V~'" + 7'/..
:Bet\"leen l~'eans . IWt I hI1 a..
Coefficient of Correlation:" N£.XY- £X~ Y
VN~X).. - (z.X) ,.. 1 VIV£ y~ _ (£./)"-
6. t-score ~ t1, - fr] 2-
trp"l
A study was designed to compare the reS'u.lts obtained on a reading
readiness teet by two groups of children attending five-year kindergarten
in a suburban scbool district. One group was currently enrolled in tl'le
second yeQr of kinder€arten while the other \t."G.S in its first year. This
first year group also included twenty children with nursery school. The
two-year kindergarten prog.Tam is based on an activity-sX'j?srience approach
to learning with sequential development from the four-year level to the five-
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discrimination, auditory discrimination and visual-motor coordination. All
o~ the tests were soored twice by the writer and the statistical treatment
of the dat~ followed.
presentati on of the Data
Tne Clymer-]arrett Preread1n~ Battery was a~~inistored to 122
children currently enrolled in tne five-year kindergarten in 11 suburban
schools of the same school district. Ona group was co~osed of 61 chil-
dren who had had a previous yer.r.r of kindergarten. and. the other group
consisted of 61 clnldren who were in their first year. Included in the
one-year group were 20 children with some nursery school experience, ten
girls and ten boys.
The children who were presently enrolled in their first year pro-
vided the structure for the groups. This group of 32 boys and 29 girls
had a mean chronological 8€e of 5 years, 10 months. Tr~ second year group
was formed by matching sex and a€e, wi thin thl"ee months t against the one-
year group. Tll1s group also had 32 boys and 29 girls witll a mean chronol-
ogical age of 5 years, 10 months as of March 31st. The distribution by
chronological age of tr.ae pupils is shol:m in Table 1.
Th.e readini: readine ss test used provided subtest scores in visual
discrimination, auditory discrimination, and Visual-motor coordination and
a total score for the three subtests. The results obtained by the t\iO
groups on the long form of the test were compared.
~he total scores were converted to percentile raa~s using the taole
:provided .in the ma.."'lual. In !rable 2 the distribution of these ranks ot the
..l~g..
DISTRI:BUTIO:~ J3Y CIffiOlJOT..OGIC}.L .AGE




~-yr. ,-r C·"OI)S-~) l-yr. K. Group Totals<I,.~ •
7-1 0 1 1
~-O 1 0 1
..5 2 0 2
6-4 6 1 7
6-3 4 9 13
6-2 2 7 9





5-10 13 12 25
5-9 7 g 15
5-8 4 6 10
5--7 4 3 7
5-6 1 0 1
61 61 122
14ean Cr~onological Age 5-10 5-10
total scores for the two kindergarten groups is ShO\1n. noting those \-lith
nursery school experience. ~lenty-four children of the t\tlo-year group
and t\'telv8 of the one-year group reoeived scores above the seventy-fifth
percentile. Of the twelve children in the one-year group. seven had
tUsc 1~d some nursery school. .AlthoUgh about the same nu,mber of children
in each group had scores ranking above tr~ fiftieth percentile, sev0uteen
of the twenty kindergarten-plus-nursery school children were included in
the one-year kindergarten f;roup. Nursery school experience tended to
enhance pupils' scores. Only two tlttO-year Itindere;arten children scored
tw~nty-fifth~ercentile and below. It was net l~O\1n if any of the
TABLE 2
PERC:1~lTTIJJB PJJTKS OF TOT.l~ SCCi:~:_'~~j ]tOR
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l~( 101 61 pairs
~:hc number in IJ~tren,tb.esls is the number of
pupils who had nursery school experience.
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tabulated omitting the nurserJ school cllild.ren ~nd usin&; t1:'..e t\io-year
~roup ~aired ~dth the onG-year group, consisting of forty-one pairs.
T~n.irteen children in the tVlo-year kindergarten eroup and five .......
the one-year ~ro~ received scores above tts seventy-fifth percentile.
About the same number of children in each group had scores \'lbich ranked
above tr~ fiftieth ~ercentile. Scores at the twenty-fifth percentile
ttnd bolow included four children from the one-~"'ear croup and one child
JJ'ollo,,;-nng is tha first of four questions \1h..ich i'..a.d been proposed
at tbe outset of the experirJlent. (1) Row does tr-"3 two-year kindertZ;arten
grou.p compa.re with the one-year group in total score and on the .t~r.ree
subtests' As can be seen in Table 4 t:r..e mean scores of tm t'WO-year
kindere;arten children '-tare higher than those of the one-year kindergarten
children. The t-scoras were similar except for auditory discrimination~.
COl~i?.AR!SOlrS OF TOTAL T'~O-YEAR XIlmERG.AR~}.11J GROUP
~'iITH TOTAL Ol~'E-YEAR KI1WERG.ARTE1J CROUP
i_
S .-
Tot::>J. Scol'te ViseU-al Diser. i }.uditory Discr. VisUc~l-I..!otorI
,2-yr. x. I-yr. x. 2-yr. K. l-yr. K. J 2-~rr ~ .,..,. l-yr. I K.ll-yr. K.A. K. t 2-~ir.
~!ec.n I88.63 82.90 44.75 41.95 31.36 30.14 12·52 10.g0
S.D. 18.23 19.22 8.69 10.00 7·16 5.03 5.38 6.04
~ T:J i 2.36 2.48 1.12 1.29 .92 1.03 .69 .78
g.lU •. ,
S..D•.! 3.30 1.63 1.44 .9S,..) to ,:~
t 1.73 1.71 I .83 I 1.75j_~''''~'-'''_'i_'''''''_''''' -'- -'-_l.- ''''' _
Th.e t-test ind.1cated tllat the differences bet\-leen the mean scores of tr.e
. t\io-year Itinderga.rtan children nnd. the one-year kindergarten children ~lere
not statistically significant at the 5% level.
(2) HO'l1 do the boys in the tVlo-yaar g~ouP compare ~lith ti'...e boys
in trJO one-year grou:p in tbe tl1X'ee su"'Jtests and total score? These
co.cpari sons are shown in Ta.ble 5. Tile d1£fel-'ence between the me;ulS in
the vi sual uscr1mina.tion subtest resulted in the largest t-score. TIle
smollest difference bet\t:een the two groups was in the auditory discrimina-
tion subtest. The difference bet\~en the mean scores in"total score ~~d
visual-motor coordination resulted in similar t-scores. All of the
differences bet\'1aen the means favored tl1e t\~~-year kiDdeI'~arten boys,
altho~~ none of the differences .was statistically significant.
TA13LE 5
CO~~t~!SON OF T~ro-YE}~ KIITD~G~~T~~ ~OYS
)11ITH 01:JE-YEAR KnmERG~.l\RTm! :BOYS
== .".., f1 i .: :t nct ::- l .....1f>.~~.~ . - -~~.I Total Score I ~ l~uditory DiscI". Visu..'7J.-!·io-torVisu..~l DisCl·. i
X.[ 2"-yr. ;:-, -, ,,", Z·12-:rr. ! x. fl-y-J.~. ~!2-~rr" K.ll-:IiT. K. l-~"". K. 1-~. X·12-yr. AI
l~ean Ig3·93 79·53 l~2.62 39.90 29.90 29.1g 11.1~O I 10.43
S.D. I19.54 I 21.28 9.46 I 11.58 7.4s 8.31 I 5.44 I 6 -~.j~I t
S.E·2.f 3.50 3.82 1.70 2.03 1.Yt 1.49 .97 I 1.14!
S.D"M I 5.02 I 2·1.~9 I 1·90 1.36
t .87 1.06 -37 .71
N • 32 pairs
•
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(3) Ho''! do the girls in the t\'lo-year group compare with the
girls in the ona-year group in the tllree subtests and total scores?
All of the comparisons are sh.o'W1l in Table 6.
COl1IJJ.Jl.IS01~ OF T'~JO-"YEi(:~ KIlillEl1G.ART1::1J Gms
~lITH 01$-YEAE. KI1~rDERGAR~lr GIBLS
-==a;a=:==::r==-====~===~=~~·,:::=::::a::s::::::::=::::::.':=-===i ==5=:=;;;::,;.." -, ... ~ - , I:. .;=:.::r:::;~:::::;,;;::;:::::r::r:::::=--=======r:a::I
Total Score 'Visual Disc;.·~' I Luditory Diser. ViSu.:?l-::ci~or





s~ 2.07 2.99 1·33 1·37.~.~'-!
• 1







Tlla differences bet\veen the mean scores a.s evcll'\JJJ.ted by the t-test
from largest to smallest were in visual-motor coordination, total score,
visual discrimination and auditory discrimination. .All of the differences
between the means as indicated by the t-scores favored the two-year kinder-
garten group altllOu~ none of them \'las statistically significant.
(4) Do the one-ye~ Xindergarten-plus-nursery school children
affect the scores? ~1hen Tables 2 Q.lld 3 wel"e compiled, it \vas noted that the
~~l gro~ of first year kindergarten children who had had nursery schOOl
training could affect tl1e outcome of tl-w corllparisons. T"lloref'ore, addi-
tional comparisons were ma.de "oetweell these t\"enty one-year-plus-nurse~J
children and their pa:rtn.ers from the two-year group. Tile results a.re snOlN':l
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TABLE 7
COl,~ARISOlr OF Or~-YE.A.R Kn~DERGARTElr-J?LUS-lroRSERY
SCHOOL CHILDR"EThT TilITH PAIREr.> T'llO-Y.&\It
XnIDEP~.AR~N CIIILDRE1T
- ..... . - , ...
TOt2.1 Score \'isueJ. Discr. Auditory Discr .. Visual-lv!otor
2-yr. K.r l-yr. x. 2-yr. "tr l~yr. x. 2-yr. x. l-~rr. K. 2-yr. K. l-yr. x.A*
l~e:m 92.45 90.25 46.40 li-3· 75 32.15 32.75 13.90 13.75
S.D. 20.67 19.92 9.69 10.49 6.98 6.05 5.93 6.66
S.E."ti. f 4.74 4.57 2.22 2.40 1.60 1.38 I 1.36 1.53~ ..J.
S.D·11 6.58 3·25 2.1~ 1.94
t ·33 .8'1 -.28 .07
The diffel'ltences bet\ieen the mean scores \tlare extremely 10111 in all
cases. The negative t-score in auditory discrimination indioated a differ-
ence ~lhich favored the nursery group.
Tabla g, which compared the orAS-year kinder~a.rten-plus-nursery boys
with. their t\-lo-year partners. revealed insignificant differences batt-leen
them. The lar~st difference existed between the mean scores in visual
di sc:;:,::minat ion. !avori~ too tVlo-year kinderga:rten group. The differences
bet~laen the mean scores in audi tory discriminQ.tion favored tIle nursery group.
Interpretation of Ta.ble 9 sr..ows the very low t-scores eva.lua.ting
the differences bet\v~en the means of all subtests as well as total score
for the one-year-plus-nursery girls and their I:1artners from the two-year
l::inder{;2Xten ~oul'). lJlean scor~s W6::e higher for the two-year kinder~ten
The t-test results sho~·)n in. Tables 7, S. an.d 9 suggested that
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COl~ARISON OF 01T.E-YlU.AR XnTDERGARTE1I-:7;'1U5-1ru:RSERY
SCROOL BOYS 1rlITR PAIRED TlJO-"Y:EAR
XDr.u£RGARTE.\f ]OYS
'~~«':1
Total Score Visual Dis<:~r• }.uditory Discr. Visual-},1otor
.2-yr. x• l-yr. x. 2-yr. I{. ! l-yr. IC. 2-yr. K. l-yr. x. 2-yr. X. l-yr. x.
lwfean gS.90 85.00 45.20 39.10 3°·50 32.70 13.20 13.20
S.D. 23·79 25-51 11.03 12.37 8.04 7·79 6.17 7·95
s.:m.MI 7-93 S.50 3.67 4.12 2.68 2·59 2.05 2.65
S .De}'l 11.92 5.43 4.01 3.3S
t .32 1.12 -.54 0.00
N • 10 pairs
C01~.A.RISOlr OF 01!E-YE.AR KIl\IDERGARTE1!-PLUS-lroRSERY
SCHOOL GIRLS ~lITH PAIPJID ~~lO-YEAR
XnWERGAR!l!Elf GmS
I · Total Score Visual Disc::. I ..~"uditory Discr. -·ViS'\lc.l-Hotor
12-yr. x.r 1-yr. X: 2-yr. X. l-yr. X. 2-yr. X.!l-yr. K. 2-yr. X.11-yr. K.
l:oZean 96.00 9,.50 47.60 48.40 I 33.80 32.80 14.60 14.30
S.D. 16.22 9.38 7.96 4.67 5.23 3.54








t -.22 .39 .10
IT • 10 ;.airs
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These twenty Children and tr~ir two-year kindergarten partners
were then subtracted from the total 61 pairs, and the remaining groupS
of 41 each were evaluated.
As can be seen 'by inspection of Table 10, a.ll of tiJa mea..'lS of the
t\.;o-year kindergarten children were h:;~g11er than those of tl1e one-yea:r
children.
COlY1J?.ARISOII OF OltE-YE.~~ KIN'DERGIUlTE1r CRILDREl!.
NO N1IRSIlaY SOEOOL j ~'l!TR P.-~I:"'1ED TtlO-
T..ti1AR K!l!J:iERGA:RTliJJ CI1ILDREl:T
~:::«'·~l-ite ' ,t i *:•• ,. , J t t i IV':':':1""1l":':"I:"lo'l.
Total Score Visual Discr. }.uditory Discr. 11i ~n::..cl-!.:ro tor
2-~rr. x. l-yr. K. 2-yr. x. l-yr. A.12-Yl~. K. l-yr. x. 2-yr. x. l-yr. x.II
l~Iean 86.7S 79-31 43.95 41.07 30.97 28.87 11.85 o 31"'.,I. 0
S.D. 16.69 17.80 8.03 9.63 7.21 8.55 4.96 5.13
i
2.63 1.14S.E·l~i 2.81 1.27 1.52 1.35 .7S .81
S.D·I.! 3.76 1.73 1.91 1.10
t 1.98 1.65 1.09 2.24·
N =41 pairs .Significant difference at .05 level
Tr~ difference between ~rou:ps in total score v.tas barely short of
being statistic~ly significant. Differences between t:be means in visual
and in auditory discrimina.tion \'lere insignificant» 'iIi th the smallest amoulmt
of difference exist1~ bet~roen the two groups in auditory discrimination.
The t-score of 2.24 in viSU2~-motor coordin~tion indicated a
statistically siznificar~ difference between the mean scores of the two
~ro~s. The 5% level of confidence for the value of t with this number
of c;:.. sos in the samples "las 2.02. The difference favored the two-year
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Table 11 shows the comparison in performance of the kindergarten
boys--one year. no nursery school versus t"10 years.
TJJ31Jl 11
C01~~ARISOl~ OF 011'E-YE.AR XI1·mZRG.ARTEN :BOYS.NO l1URSERY SCI-IOOL. ~·iTE ~P~\IP..ED
T~lo-n1A:R XIlmE.t"1C~~TE]T :BOYS
.. • b .•Total Score Visu..~ Diser. Auditory Discr. t Visual-!~otor12-yr. x. l-yr. K. 2-yr. K. l-yr. K. 2-yr. K·ll-~-r. x. 2-yr. K. l-yr. x.!
2~IeD..n 81.65 77.04 41.45 40.27 29.63 27·59 10·59 9·18j
I
S.D. 16.78 18.52 I 3.40 11.1B 7.20 8.04 4.86 5.06
S.E·M I I I3.66 4.04 I 1.83 2.44 ' -7 1.75 1.06 1.10.lil .... ~,-~"., ..•.... ,.. ~)
C ""...., (
w·J.j·~1 I 5·25 2.68 2.47 1.31
t .88 .43 .•82 1.07
N = 22 pairs
None of the t-scores was statistically siznificant. All the mean
scores ,·/Cre higher for the two-year kindergarten. boys than for trJS one-year
boys. without nursery school.
T~ble 12 compares the score s of the one-year kindergarten girls.
without nursery school, ~1.th those of the t\'lo-year k1nderg~..rten girls.
Again. all of the means \'lere higher for the t\V'o-year kindergarten girls.
For this sample of 19 pairs a t-score of 2.10 \liaS requ.ired to
meet the 5~ level of confidence. The visual-motor coordination differences
\la~ ZJ'1O:."t of si&'liticanca since tlla -t obtained ,vas 2.02. The only t-score
indic.:l.ti.."'lg Q. sic;nificant difference oetlloen tlw means at the 5% leval of
confidenco was in visual discrimination.
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TAJ3LE 12
COlio?,ARISOl\j OF Olm-YEAll XI~m7DRGARTE:rGIBLS t




Visual ~c:·. c::.. I .A..uditory DiscI'.Tot~ Score J
12:-yr. 'r..... i,? " .... .X·l 1-yr .. K·ll-yr. K 12 .. 'I" ..... ~; ~1 i ...":l" l-yr. x. 2-~tr. x..\.. ......... ,t_-~..L. • I -i/;. • ~.; ...-:r.c •
l',!can 92.6s 81.94 I 46.84 42.00 32·52 I 30.36 13·31 9.57
S..D. I 14,49 16.53 I 6.48 7~34 6.90 8.87 4.66 5·20I
S.E.~... i 3.41 3·89 1·52 1~73 I 1.62 2.09 1.10 I 1.22,t,'•.
S.D,{ 5.lt2 2.03 2.93 1.84,
t 1.97 2.32ia'1 -72 2.02
N =19 pairs .SiGuificant difference at .05 level
The mea.n chronological age of each Itinderearten group was 5 years,
10 months. Twice the number of tVlo-year kind.ergarten children scored above
the 75th ~ercentile in total score on the Clymer-Barrett Prereading ]atte;l
as tr.e one-year children. All but three of the clll.ldren who had r.ad one
year-plus-nursery schoolin~ ~lere inclu.ded in the upper 50 per cent. A
distribution omittir~ these nursery sChoolers again indicated a large
number of two-year kindergarten children sco~in~ above the 75th percent~le
\1i th fe,,;er children in the two-year than one-year group scoring below the
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tluul the scores of too one-year children. This was true for the total
f;TOUP Qlld for both the boys and girls separately. The t--values for the
total ~roup were similar except for aUdito~ discrimination, wr~Ch had
the smallest t. The boys srJ.Qwed le sa differences between tr.e groups
than did the girls. None of the t-sc:~res was statistically significant.
~~e-lear kindergarten-plus-nurserz school children ,and partners - 20 ,airs
The low t-scores obtained on all of these comparisons suggested
that these pairs 1 performance was more similAr than the total grou:p of
61 pairs or of the 41 pairs of two-year kindergarten children and their
no-nursery school purtners. The nursery school group had a slightly
h~er mean in: (1) audito~ discrimination (total group and boys) and
(2) visual discrimination (,irls). None of the differences as measured
by the t-test was statistically significant.
One-ye2..r kindertsartent no nursery, and their partners - 41 pairs
A few statistically significant differences between tr~ means at
the 5~ level of confidence ware noted wl1eJl the nursery scnoolers Q.D.d their
:partners ~lere omitted from their respective groups. These differences
favored the two-year kindergarten group in the visual-motor coordination
subtest and tb.e two-year kindergarten girls in the visual discrimination
8ubtest.
CHAPTER V
sm·IM:ARY ~'ID CONe LUSIONS
Re stetement of tl1e Problem
I~any factors contribute to a child's readiness tor learni~,
and tr~:r begin to accumulQ-ta at birth. The values of various school
experiences in developing and eX);>3nding a child I s readiness lla,ve been
widely discussed and publicized. Tne tremendous amount of publicity
which ea.rly education is rece.1vinc; t curiosity J and an interest in
children and how they learn, led to the design of the present study.
The \\--r1ter wondered if more kindergarten experience would have an
effect on the resul ts of a readine; readiness test. being aware thJa.t
readiness is evaluated in m.ruty ways.
Procedure
The Olymer-Barrett Prereading Eattery was administered by the
w.riter to t\eJO groupS of ci'.ildren, and the results obtained on visual
discrimination, audito~ discrimination, visual-motor coordination and
tot~l scor'c -~,;ere compared. One group of 61 children. 32 boys nnd 29
girls, was enrolled in its first year of kindergarten. Included in this
~oup \'1ere 20 children. 10 boys uA. 10 girls. ~/r...o had had some nursery
school experience. These experiences varied from ~1e month to three
semesters, and 'rlere eained in s'Wldry sc..'1oo1s and in various parts of
the country. The other group of 61 children, composed of the siJ11e number
of boys and gi.rls \'las enrolled in its second ye~ of kind.erga.rten. It
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was not known if any of the sa children had any nursery school prior to
enterin~ t~ four--year old kindergarten. All of the children wore
presently enrolled in eleven schools in one ~burban school district. The
/
tests were scored by the writer. scores were transferred to work sheets.
and t-test evaluations were mMe.
Findings and Conclusions
Total gro~ - 61 pairs
All of the scores of the children who bad had t-wo years of
kinderg8Xten eX]?6rience were higher, but the differences were not
statistically significant.
The smallest difference between the two ~roups was in auditory
discrimination.
The differences between the two groups of girls were greater
than bet\~een the grou;p s of boys.
In thi s study tre ranking of B;irls and boys. from highest to
lowest mean total scores on the test. was: girls with two years of
kindergarten. girls with one ye~ of kindergarten. boys with t\'JO years
of kindergarten, and boys with one year of kinderearten.
With the limitations of the study in mind, it seemed reasonable
to conclude that two ye~e of kinder~arten enhanced the scores on the
reading readiness test used L~ this research.
One year kinder~arten-plus-nurseryschool group and their partners - 20 rairs
!roo scores of the children with one-year kindergarten-plus-nursery
school approxirn.."ted those of their two-year partners_,
'-1hen only ten pairs of boys 1 scores were compared, it was observed
that their mean scores in visual-motor coordination were identical.
When the girls' scores were compared "lith the total ,roup. the
t-value s were very similar.
t'lith1n the limitations of this study, nursery school seemed to
enhance the scores. One year kindere~~ten and nursery sChool experience
seemed to be as valuable as the t\'lO years of kindergarten for t;irls.
However, the nurse~ school experiences were too varied and the sample
group was too small to make further generalizations from this finding.
,o.ne'-learkindergarten, no nurserr school, and their partners .. 41 ~irs
The difference bet-ween the means of the t\~O groups in the visual-
motor subtest of the Clymer-~arrett Prereading ~atterl was statistically
significant at the .05 level. The difference between means in the total
score was close to significance. These findings s~gested that two years'
experience in kinder~arten had ~roved these abilities.
The smallest ~i:t'ferences between the two groups was in auditory
discrimination.
l'tllen the boys with no nursery school were compared with their
partners, the smallest difference was in visual-discrimination. The
greatest difference t as indicated by the t-value, was in ,visual-motor
coordination. However. it was observed that the me;;..D. scores of the two-
year partners in this ~r0tlJ? were considerably lower than those of the
two-ye~r partners of the one year-plus-nursery-school group.
In the girls' scores there ~~s a statisticQlly significant
difference at the 5% level of confidence in visual-discrimination.
V1~1~motor coordination was also close to bain~ statisticallY significant.
This suggested that longer kinder~Arten improved visual discrim-
ination and nsual-motor coordination for the girls in this sample.
Suggestions for Furti'.sr Research
1. The present stUdy m~ht be replicated but extended to
include an I.~. test.
2. T~ present study might be replicated excluding children
who have had nureery SCllOOliIl&.
3- A follow-up study might be made to determine the relat1on.-
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